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Drew wants to get Hawks' offense moving

By Michael Cunningham  

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

9:55 p.m. Wednesday, July 14, 2010 

LAS VEGAS -- Any discussion of Hawks coach Larry Drew's offense in the summer league comes with 

a few caveats.

With a couple of exceptions, these aren't the players who will play regular minutes for the Hawks next 

season. The style of play in these games tends to be sloppy because there's little team cohesion. And 

Drew said he hasn't installed every wrinkle of his system.

One shouldn't put too much stock into the Hawks' disjointed offense in its 89-84 loss to San Antonio on 

Wednesday night. The Spurs flustered the Hawks on offense, but the Hawks are far from a full roster or a 

finished product.

“The offense that Coach Drew is putting in is excellent against pressure,” said assistant coach Lester 

Conner, who is leading the team from the bench. “But maybe it's too sophisticated for this group. They 

are shying away from it.”

Despite the summer team's issues with Drew's offense, it's already clear that the Hawks' new coach is 

determined to move the team away from an isolation-heavy attack by getting everything moving.

When the offense looks right, the ball moves from side-to-side, bodies move without the ball, and the 

pace is quickened. There isn't much one-on-one play, but lots of passes off cuts, screens, quick post-ups 

and ball reversals.

“It’s kind of like a Princeton motion offense,” said Hawks guard Jeff Teague, who ran the offense in 

practice last season. “Everybody is going to get shots, everybody is going to get touches. You can do 

everything out of it. You can get down-screens, pick-and-rolls.

“It is kind of a unique offense. It is perfect for our team. We’ve got a lot of guys who can handle the ball 

on our team, and it gives them a chance to show what they can do.”

Elements of the offense are similar to what New Jersey ran with Jason Kidd, and one key to its 

effectiveness is wings and big men who can handle the ball. The summer team doesn't really have 

players like that, but Hawks starters Marvin Williams, Al Horford and Josh Smith can fill that role.
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The real challenge may be integrating Joe Johnson into Drew's system. His deliberate, one-on-one style 

was effective when he made shots last season, but often bogged down the offense as his teammates 

stood and watched him work.

Each time Drew is asked about prodding Johnson or other players to stay away from isolation plays, he 

says the offense “forces the ball to move.”

“It's not anything that's really complicated,” Drew said. “It's the way it's designed. It's the principles of it. 

It's the speed of it.”

The offensive flow hasn't been on display much in the Hawks' two summer-league losses. Teague had 

nine of the team's 23 turnovers against the Spurs, who scored 34 points off the miscues.

"I think we are thinking too much out there," Teague said. "We've had a lot put on us in a short period of 

time."

Eventually the Hawks will have their full squad on the floor, Drew will have time to drill his players and the 

true look of the offense will become evident.

“As much as you can move from one side to the other, the defense breaks down,” Hawks center 

Randolph Morris said. “Teams last year were able to defend us because we stood on one side too 

much when we did do some ‘iso.' As long as we move the ball, I think it's cool.”

Childress trade complete

On Wednesday, the NBA approved the Hawks' sign-and-trade agreement with Phoenix for forward Josh 

Childress. The deal was struck earlier in the week, but required the approval of FIBA since Childress 

played the past two seasons in Greece.

In exchange for Childress, Phoenix sent the Hawks a future second-round pick, and the Hawks netted a 

$3.6 million trade exception. The Hawks can use the exception within a year as a credit to make trades 

that don't meet the usual salary-matching requirements for teams over the salary cap.

The Hawks selected Childress, 27, with the No. 6 overall pick in the 2004 draft. He played four seasons 

in Atlanta before signing with Olympiakos. He opted out of the final year of that three-year contract to 

return to the NBA.
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